Conscious Classroom Management, 2nd Edition
Chapter 11: First Weeks of School
Elementary Template Day 2

MORNING ROUTINE
How class begins can often set the tone for the entire morning. Early in the first week of
school, establish how you want your students to enter and begin class and teach them how
to do it the way you want. Decide ahead of time what you want this to look and sound like.
What tasks need to be completed before students sit down? Do they need to turn in
homework folders, hang up coat, put lunch boxes in lunch bin, or…? Will students sit at
their desks, working silently on an assignment, such as writing/drawing in their journal or
copying spelling words? Or will they sit at the carpet working on a silent task, such as
reciting the alphabet in their heads or writing multiples of two on individual white boards?
Will you be using a “morning meeting” model? If so, how will you be adapting the model
to work within your teaching situation?
Once you have decided what you want, decide how you will make the expectations clear to
students and how they will practice it. Below are some tips on setting up morning routines
and two sample lesson plans.
Tips From the Trenches
! Use a song or a visual timer to indicate how much time students have to come in, get
their jackets/homework/lunches/materials/etc. squared away and get seated.
! Once students are seated, have a 2-5 minute content-based activity for them to work
on, that they can complete independently while you take roll and help stragglers get
seated. Some ways to do this include:
" Interactive journals: Give students a daily writing prompt. Give 2 choices.
Respond to their writing in a systematic way. For example, write back to table 1
on Monday, table 2 on Tuesday, etc..
" Math problem of the day: Review, fact practice, number story, open response.
" Daily Oral Language: Students edit teacher created or student-generated
sentences.
" Morning Message: Students read the morning message on board and respond to
it in their journals or discuss with other students who are already seated and ready
to begin.
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Sample Lesson Plan #1: Morning Routine
Teacher: Janine S.
Grade Level: 3rd
Lesson: Morning Routine
Introduction
“Students, I would like to put a morning routine in place so that our class runs smoothly at the
beginning of our day.”
We will use the GOOD MORNING SUNSHINE picture (see below) to guide our routine. Let’s go
over what see here and practice each step.

Sit down:
When we walk into the room, we walk directly to our seats. We do not go past our friend’s desk
to hang out. This is the time where you should be thinking about what needs to be done first
every morning. Let’s try this. Please line up outside. I will say “Good morning, class” and you will
respond, “Good morning, Ms. S.” I will then invite you in. You will walk directly to your seats and
sit down so that you are ready for the next task. Any questions? (Students go outside and we try
this).
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Unpack:
Once we are seated, we will open our book bags and take everything out. It is important that you
take everything out because once the closets are closed, they remain closed for the day. When I
say “Go,” you will take everything out of your bag and hang your bag on the back of your chair.
Let me demonstrate (teacher models). Any questions? Go!
HW Stack:
Now we have a pile of stuff on our desk. We need to sort this stuff. There will be two groups or
piles: your “hand-in” pile and your “desk pile.” Let me show you how I would sort my pile
(teacher demonstrates, narrating aloud how to do the sorting). When I say “Go,” you will sort
your items into two piles. Any questions? Go!
Books in Desk:
We will now focus on one pile at a time. The pile of things that need to go in your desk can be
placed neatly into your desk. Larger items go on the bottom and loose papers go in folders. Let
me show you. (teacher demonstrates but does it wrong, putting loose papers on bottom with
heavy books over them and generally making a mess). Did I do a good job? Tell me how I should
have done this. (As volunteers tell me how to do it, I model it). When I say go you are going to put
your items away NEATLY! Any questions? Go!
Copy HW & Wait to be Called to Closet:
You will be called to the closet by closet rows so it is important to remember your closet row
(bottom row, middle row, or top row). We will do it this way so people aren’t fighting book bags
to get to their closet hook. Also, if you are in the bottom row, it is important that you get your
book bag emptied quickly so you will be ready when called – you will always be first. While you
are waiting to be called, you will copy the HW from the board. Every morning we have to copy
HW from the board. If you finish copying quickly, you can organize your desk, organize your
folders, sharpen pencils, or anything else that will help your day move smoothly. When I say “Go,”
you will start copying your HW. When I say “bottom row,” students who are on the bottom row
only will get up and put their items in the closet. Any questions? Don’t forget to listen for your
turn to go to the closet. Go!
(Repeat with middle row and then top row).
Consequence:
If for any reason your HW is not copied within the time given, which is ten minutes, you will be
required to put your HW book on the table in the front of the room and finish copying your HW
during recess.
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Sample Lesson #2: Beginning of Day Routine
Teacher: Evelyn P.
Grade: 4th
Lesson: Start of Day
Teacher tells students there are 4 steps they must follow each morning when they arrive.
These steps are 1. Take down your chair, 2. Take out your materials from your backpack
and put on desk, 3. Hang up your coat, and 4. Sit quietly at your desk with hands folded.
Teacher shows students the 4 images that show how to do this.
Teacher models how to do each step.
Teacher asks 4-5 students to get up and model the procedure. The whole class discusses
what they did right and anything they could have done better.
Teacher adds a time limit by using the song “Whistle While You Work” from Snow White.
Teacher tells the class each day when they come in she will put the song on and they need
to complete all 4 steps before the song ends.
Teacher has class pack up and go outside so whole class can practice with the song. If class
does not do well, whole class will try again. If only a few students do not do well, those
students will pack up and try again.
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